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ALP’s Budget ‘Down-Payments’ Potentially Valuable for Rural People 
 
Nigel Stewart, Chairperson of the NRHA, said that Simon Crean’s Budget Reply speech 
last week included several proposals that would be welcomed by people in rural, regional 
and remote areas.  “We are pleased at the ALP’s commitments on Medicare.  The 
promises on the environment, lifelong education and children are also dear to our hearts 
and closely related to heath status,” Dr Stewart said. 
 
The ALP’s down-payments on Medicare and bulk-billing would retain the basic 
principles of Medicare and include positive differentiation for rural areas.  “We’re on the 
record as saying that a meaningful increase in the rebate and differential rural rebates 
should be considered.  Last week’s proposals from Simon Crean would achieve this.”   
 
“We are also happy to see the ALP would retain the workforce proposals from the 
Government’s Medicare package: new undergraduate places for medicine, Registrar 
positions and more practice nurses.  There is no reason to tie rural workforce measures to 
new arrangements for bulk-billing,” Dr Stewart said. 
 
Lifelong learning is also of vital interest to country people.  Education and educational 
access are closely related to health status and the Alliance looks forward to more details 
on what Mr Crean called Labor’s ‘comprehensive plan for lifelong learning’. 
 
Dr Stewart also highlighted the Opposition Leader’s reference to children.  “Investing in 
children would be a great boost to health overall.  Promises of a safe and healthy future 
for children resonate with country people, many of whom are faced daily with uncertainty 
and poor access to services.  We would support a National Commissioner for Children 
with wide-ranging responsibilities relating to investment and health, as well as safety.”  
 
Another priority for rural people highlighted by Simon Crean was the environment.  “The 
health of the Murray-Darling Basin has national implications.  Labor’s proposal is 
important both for its own sake and as an example of the sort of long-term investment and 
leadership that rural people want.  The health of people in rural areas is determined by 
rural infrastructure, incomes and jobs – as well as access to health services,” Dr Stewart 
said.  “The Murray is an urgent, widespread and symbolic challenge.”   
 
Overall the ALP’s commitments focus on a number of the issues of importance to the 
NRHA and people in rural, regional and remote areas.  “These are good ideas that ought 
to go beyond Party-political Budget statements”, Dr Stewart said. 
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